Abstract
A lot of capacity-approaching channel codes have emerged since turbo code is invented in 1993, LDPC can be extremely close to Shannon capacity with BPSK modulation and very large code block length. But with high order modulation, these codes are still far away from Shannon limit, we face the challenges to fill the gap for high-spectrum-efficiency code modulation. Link adaptation is another important way to improve spectrum efficiency in fading channel, Adaptive Code Modulation (AMC) and HARQ is current main-stream link adaptation techniques, which heavily depend on channel quality feedback. A new link adaptation is proposed based on the rateless coded modulation, which can match channel condition automatically, thus no feedback is needed. The traditional rateless coding operates in bit domain, while the proposed rateless coded modulation operates in real number instead, thus the coding and modulation can be fulfilled jointly. Furthermore, the proposed rateless coded modulation can achieve very good spectrum efficiency, approaching channel capacity.
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